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Our research objective is to create affordable, high-performance, 3-D raster display systems that
harness the highly parallel computational power of custom VLSI circuits. We want to make this
power available in an open system that encourages invention of new parallel algorithms for image
generation and image processing. The system has many potential applications including flight and
tactical displays, computer-aided mechanical design, and medical diagnosis and therapy.
As in other systems, ours includes an array of memory chips forming an image buffer from which
the video screen is refreshed. The novel feature of our design is that our memory chips have been
custom-designed to include processing circuitry so that each pixel (dot on display) can carry out its
own image-generation calculations. Calculations are distributed throughout each chip in such a way
that only a very small amount of circuitry is required for each pixel. In our current chips, this
processing circuitry takes up about one-third of the total area, with the remainder devoted to pixel
memory.
During the three years of this work, we have achieved significant experimental results. We have
developed algorithms for fast image generation, including very rapid rendering of spheres and
shadow-casting (our system is the only graphics machine, to our knowledge, that can render true
shadows in real time). We have also designed two custom integrated circuits for the machine; the
new memory chip is the fastest memory so far designed in the university/VLSI community. These
chips have been built into a running prototype. A full-scale, full-speed machine (512x512 pixels,
30,000 smooth-shaded triangles per second) is nearing completion.
We next plan to explore two new architectural innovations: one will render curved surfaces directly
and the other will yield a 5-fold improvement in speed. We also plan to implement our custom chips
in newly-available i .21g CMOS fabrication, to make our system practical for personal workstations.
We plan to build two complete, full-scale machines, one of which will be delivered to our
collaborators at the Army Ballistic Research Laboratory. These systems will become the platforms
for developing new algorithms and applications for , "modeling and for image enhancements,
such as textures, shadows, and anti-aliasing.
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I

1. Introduction
Research Objective
To create high-performance 3-D raster display systems that harness the highly parallel
computational power of custom VLSI circuits and to make this power available in an open,
programmable system that encourages invention of new parallel algorithms for image generation
and image processing.

Background
Desk-top workstations cannot today be equipped with high-performance 3-D graphics systems
mainly because of the lack of fast, affordable hardware to handle the very demanding
screen-oriented tasks of image rendering (e.g., smooth shading, visibility determination, shadow
casting). The Pixel-planes design attacks this problem at the raster image memory (the 'frame
buffer' in a conventional graphics system). Our system is based on custom-designed,
logic-enhanced VLSI memory chips in which image memory elements are combined with a small
amount of processing circuitry that carries out the most burdensome calculations in image
rendering. These calculations are done in parallel for all pixels on the display by a binary tree of
tiny processing elements.

Pixel-planes is an open, programmable architecture rather than a black box that provides a single,
hard-wired solution. It encourages users to explore new parallel algorithms for image display and
processing. Several such algorithms have been developed from the architectural description of the
design, with only the promise of a real machine.
Among the many possible applications for Pixel-planes are solid modeling systems for
computer-aided mechanical design and analysis, diplays for medical diagnosis and therapy, and
molecular modeling systems.
The project has been under way for four years and has produced considerable experimental results,
including a variety of graphics algorithms and three generations of small prototype displays. We are
currently scaling up the latest full-speed prototype to a full-size display system (512 x 512 pixels,
72 bits per pixel) to be completed by summer, 1986.
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2. Review of Pixel-planes Project

2.1 System Overview
This section presents a brief overview of the Pixel-planes system. Figure 1 shows a conceptual

block diagram of a conventional interactive 3-D graphics system and Pixel-planes relationshipto it.
In such a system, a user interacts with a 3-D scene stored in a database, typically consisting of a list
of vertices of polygons that tile the surfaces of objects in the scene.
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Figure 1: Relationship between Pixel-planes Graphics Engine and a conventional system for rendering 3-D images.
The Engine replaces rasterizr and frame buffer wit a 'smart'frame buffer built from custom, logic-enhancedl memory

*chips."

Real-time interaction depends on computation in a processing pipeline whose elements perform the
following tasks: . AJ7 . =
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polygon vertices in eye' coordinates.
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2) Clip away parts of objects that are outside the field of view.

;

3) Color each polygon vertex according to a lighting model that takes into account the position,
intcnsity. and color of user-specified light sources and the color and orientation of the polygon.
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4) Scale for perspective by drawing closer together objects that are farther away; the result is a list
of polygon vertices whose coordinates are given in 'screen' coordinates.
5) Scan-convert each polygon, determining which pixels are inside that polygon.
6) Remove hidden surfaces by determining which pixels in the current polygon are obscured by
previously processed polygons.
7) Color each pixel, interpolating between vertex colors.
8) Store pixels in a frame buffer, from which the system can:
9) Refresh the video display.
Steps (5)-(7) clearly represent the performance bottleneck in current graphics systems. Many
current, affordable graphics systems can handle polygon transformations, steps (1)-(4), sufficiently
rapidly to support real-time interaction with complex wire-frame images or with a restricted class of
flat-shaded polygonal images. There exists, however, no affordable solution to the problem of
painting highly realistic, fully rendered 3-D scenes, perhaps with image enhancements such as
smooth shading, anti-aliasing (to remove pixel artifacts), shadows, textures, transparent surfaces,
fog effects, and so forth.
The Pixel-planes design attacks this problem by replacing the conventional rasterizer/frame buffer
with a 'smart' frame buffer that not only stores a digital image but also performs much of the
calculation needed to generate the image. This 'smart' frame buffer is built from custom chips in
which conventional memory circuits are combined with some processing circuitry that allows
computations to be carried out in parallel for all pixels in the display.
The processing circuitry in the enhanced memory chips can perform two kinds of operations:
* Evaluate linear expressions of the form F(x,y) = Ax + By + C simultaneously for all pixel
locations (x,y). A,B,C are data broadcast to the memory chips.
. Perform pixel-local arithmetic and logical operations on data stored at the pixel and on the
linear expressions.
The strategy for applying this system to a given graphics image generation problem is to re-cast the
problem into a form that requires only linear-expression evaluation and pixel-local operations. To
make use of these operations, the Translator (see Figure 1) converts the conventional description of
graphics primitives (e.g., a list of vertices for each polygon) into the form of coefficients A,B,C
and instructions for the pixel-local processors. The Image Generation Controller converts these
coefficients and instructions into bit-serial form and broadcasts them to the array of enhanced
memory chips.

2.2 Algorithms
A basic set of graphics operations for rendering convex polygons includes:
Scan-conversion. At the beginning of each polygon, all pixels are enabled. For each edge of a
polygon, the Translator calculates the coefficients for an expression F(x,y)=Ax+By+C, where
F(x,y)=O defines the points that lie along a line connecting two adjacent vertices, and broadcasts
A,B,C and an 'edge' instruction to the array of enhanced memory chips. Each pixel-processor
examines the sign of its value for the expression F. If negative, the pixel is outside the current
May 4, 1986
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polygon and is disabled for further processing. If positive, the pixel remains enabled. As each
succeeding edge is processed, pixels are disabled by half-planes, until, after all edges are
processed, only those inside the polygon remain enabled.
Hidden-surface Elimination. In an implementation of the standard depth-buffer (z-buffer)
algorithm, the Translator calculates a set of coefficients for the expression z=F(x,y)=Ax+By+C,
the planar equation for the current polygon's surface, and broadcasts A,B,C and z-compare
instructions to the memory chips. Each pixel maintains the z-coordinate of the closest visible
polygon so far processed. Each pixel compares the value of the linear expression with its stored z;
if the new z is farther away than the stored z, the pixel is disabled (the new polygon is obscured at
that pixel); if closer, the pixel remains enabled.
Smooth Shading. The Translator calculates, for each color, coefficients for the expression
Intensity=Ax+By+C and broadcasts these coefficients and 'color' instructions to the memory
chips. A multi-sided polygon is at this stage broken into triangular patches for shading. For each
patch, and for each primary color, enabled pixels update their color-intensity buffers with the new
color intensity.
A number of other algorithms have been developed, including casting shadows, drawing and
shading spheres, painting textures, and anti-aliasing edges. They are described in Appendix 1.
2.3 Chip Design
Most of the system's processing power derives from Pixel-planes' novel Linear Expression
Evaluator (LEE), a binary-tree structure distributed uniformly over an array of identical enhanced
memory chips that form the 'smart' frame buffer; its principle is illustrated in Figure 2.
A. A4 A2 A, A 0 0

+

+

++

++

+.

Figure 2: Fundamental operation of the Linear E~xpression Evaluator.
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Each node of the tree takes in a serial bit-stream at its 'top' input, passing it unchanged, but delayed
by one clock cycle, to the left-hand output. The right-hand output is formed by adding a second
bit-stream from the 'side' input; bit-serial addition injects a one-cycle delay in the right branch and
requires the usual local carry register shown in the figure. In effect, each tree node forms both
possible values of a partial product contributing to Ax + C. Because of the leading O's in the A bit
stream, A0 arrives at the bottom level of the tree at the same time as Co; thus, I*A is added at each
node at the bottom level. At the second level, A0 is bit-aligned with C1 , so that 2*A is added at this
level, and so on. In general an n-level tree can generate 2 n distinct values for an expression of the
form Ax+C.
For a system with 1024x 1024 pixels, a 10-level X-tree is required to generate the 1024 distinct
values of Ax+C. The outputs of this tree in turn feeds the 'top' input of 1024 Y-trees, and this
ensemble generates the 22(3 distinct values of Ax+By+C. Note that the cost in silicon area for this
entire structure is only a single tree node (three one-bit registers and one bit-serial adder) for each
pixel, but the performance is equivalent to a full 20-stage serial multiplier at every pixel.
A simplified block diagram of the Pixel-planes memory chip is shown in Figure 3.
From Image Generation Controller
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Figure 3: Block diagram of Pixel-planes enhanced memory chip. Pxp14.0 chips contain one such module (64 pixels
x 72 bits); Pxpl4.1 chips contain two modules (128 pixels x 72 bits).
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In addition to the Linear Expression Evaluator, these chips contain an array of tiny bit-serial ALU's
that perform pixel-local operations (one ALU for each pixel), the pixel memory itself, and circuitry
for scanning out data to refresh a display.
Only a small subset of the pixels in a display can be placed on a single chip, so the LEE is
distributed over many chips. This is done by building a subtree that covers only the pixels on the
chip (organized as a vertical column); the remainder of the tree is implemented by circuitry that
maps a path through the complete tree from the root of the complete tree to the root of the subtree.
Called a 'supertree', this path is programmed during system initialization, loading each chip with its
pixel-column address in the display. The supertree construct considerably simplifies !he
system-level implementation of our system at little cost (about 5%) in silicon area. In our current
chips, about 18% of the circuit area is devoted to the LEE, about 12% to the ALU array, and the
remaining 70% to memory.

3. Accomplishments
Our project has achieved considerable results during the past two years; these are described in detail
in Appendix I (Hardware) and Appendix 2 (Algorithms). We here describe the highlights of these
accomplishments.

3.1 Custom Chips
Between November, 1984, and May, 1985, our team designed two custom chips that were
fabricated, tested, and integrated into a working display system.
TIhle first of these, the Coefficient Serializer, was relatively small (4.6x6.8 mm, 8,000 transistors,
4-jt nMOS), but it solved a particularly difficult system-level problem, one whose details took
much time and simulation to work out. A standard-logic implementation would have required
roughly 200 TTL packages, forcing a two-board implementation of the Image Generation
,ontroller. The Coefficient Serializer chip had a particularly lucky history. Subsequent to
finishing the layout, simulation of the extracted circuit ran perfectly after only a single minor fix. In
April, 1985, we received 7 prototype chips from MOSIS and were surprised and delighted to find
that all of them ran perfectly and at the design speed of 10MHz.
Pxpl 4.0, the new design of the custom memory chip, was a 34,000-transistor 41t nMOS design in
a large (7.9x9.2 mm) die. Memory size was 64 pixels by 72 bits/pixel; of the internal active circuit
area, 70% was devoted to memory, 12% to the pixel-local ALU's, and 18% to the LEE. Prototype
parts were received from MOSIS in mid-April and were found to work correctly and at the design
speed. These parts were immediately incorporated into a 32-chip multi-board display able to
support near real-time interaction with simple images.
During the summer of 1985, the design was recast in a 3.t part, Pxpl4.1, with two modules
identical to the 4.0 design to give a total of 128 pixels. These parts also worked at speed on first
fabrication, and, installed on a new custom printed-circuit card, were incorporated into the
prototype display. At this point, we decided that the design was mature enough to incorporate into
a full-scale, full-speed display. During the fall of 1985, we carried out a thorough design review of
the 4.1 chip design to qualify it for quantity fabrication. The careful scrutiny of the review revealed
one minor problem, corrected in Pxpl4.2, and this new version is now in quantity fabrication.
Altogether, versions 4.1 and 4.2 have been fabricated by MOSIS five times with three different
vendors; yield has been better than 20% on average, quite reasonable for such a large die.
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3.2 System Building
In spring, 1985, we built our first system capable of expansion to usable size. This system verified
our design for a multi-board memory system and for the two special controllers (Image Generation
and Video). The system was housed in a Multibus card cage with memory chips mounted on
custom PC boards. Each of the two controllers was built on a double-height (12"x12") Multibus
wire-wrapped card, and each contained about 100 IC's; system integration and debugging required
only about 2 weeks. The graphics pipeline and Translator for this prototype were implemented in
software running in a UNIX workstation, with coefficients and instructions transmitted to the
Image Generation Controller via programmed I/O. This arrangement was able to support near
real-time interaction with very simple images through a keyboard interface. The system
demonstrated algorithms for shadow casting and for rendering shaded spheres.
In fall, 1985, with the verification of the 4.1 version of the enhanced memory chip, we began
designing a full-scale, full-speed system capable of displaying 512x512 pixels, 72 bits/pixel, and
equipped with a hardware graphics pipeline. At the time of this writing, the hardware for this
system is essentially complete and running; only quantity fabrication and testing of chips and
boards remains to be done. During this time we have also constructed a high-speed VLSI tester
capable of testing wafers as well as packaged parts.
Figure 4 is an overview of the current Pixel-planes system. A UNIX workstation host supervises
configuring the system and loading graphics data bases into it. During operation, the host does
nothing but service graphics input devices and generate transformation matrices to be sent to the
graphics pipeline.
The central block contains the graphics pipeline and special controllers. At the moment we plan to
use two, and possibly up to four, Mercury Systems 3232 floating-point array processors for the
pipeline, connected by special hardware queues. In the two-processor version, the first AP
controls the display list, does geometric transformations, perspective division, and lighting; the
second is the Translator.
The Image Generation and Video controllers in this current system are minor modificaitons of the
designs verified in the previous prototype. They send control and data in broadcast form to the
array of memory -hips in the frame buffer, shown in the bottom block. This is simply a physical
structure to hold up to 2,048 custom memory chips, and to daisy-chain chips and boards together
to collect the video output. A serial scan path links every chip in the system to the video controller.
During setup, this path loads configuration registers on each chip; during operation, it carries a
series of tokens that act as chip-selects for scan-out.
The system is housed in a 5-foot-high, 30"-wide rack donated to us, along with most of the system
pover supplies, by Data General Corporation. This enclosure also provides a well-designed
air-handling system for removing heat from the frame buffer. Two custom PC board designs were
used in the frame buffer. A large backplane carries control/data signals and a total of up to 900
amps of DC power to 32 daughter boards. The backplane design features extra-thick copper traces
for current handling, provisions for heavy copper bus bars, and press-fit connectors for daughter
boards. Each daughter board contains 70 locations for enhanced memory chips, packaged in
,'4-pin pin-grid arrays; the design is fairly aggressive with .008" lines and spaces and 8000 vias.
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In spite of the complexity of the current system, only about two weeks were required for testing
and system integration, about the same time as for the previous prototype system. No serious
problems were encountered during this phase of construction, and we take this as evidence of the
success of our system design methodology. We took special care over several design issues:
e Detailed (gate-level) simulation to debug the logic design and 'architectural'-level simulation to
test and refine algorithms.
a Careful design and specification of system interfaces, particularly at the chip 1/0 boundaries.
a Use of 'signal typing' borrowed from strongly-typed programming languages.
a Adoption of a simple and effective on-chip clocking strategy that greatly reduces the
possibility of skew; this method is intrinsically linked to hot-clocking for nMOS
implementations of our memory chip [Seitz, 19851.
* Complete, detailed, and continuously updated documentation.
3.3 Algorithms
A number of new algorithms have been developed for the architecture during the past year or so.
Details are included in Appendix 2. Highlights of this work are:
Fast Spheres. A clever algorithm, originally suggested by Fred Brooks, allows circles and spheres
to be rendered very rapidly. Essentially, one factors the implicit equation of a circle into a linear
part and a quadratic part. The linear part has exactly the form Ax+By+C, and encodes the circle's
center-position and radius. The quadratic part, x2 + y2 , differs for every pixel, but is the same for
all circles; it can therefore be pre-computed and loaded into each pixel during system initialization
(this actually takes only about 100l.tsec in our current system). To draw a circle, each pixel simply
adds its quadratic term to the incoming linear term to compute the circle equation. Rasterization
proceeds just as though the system were drawing a polygon with one edge. We have demonstrated
smooth shading and visible-surface calculations using variations of this technique; we intend to
explore the potential of this algorithm in a real application--molecular modeling.
Shadows. Jeff Hultquist has developed a variation of Pixel-planes visible-surface algorithm that
determines which pixels lie inside the shadow frustum of a light source and a polygon. Once
identified, the color values of these pixels are modified to give the appearance of shadowed
illumination. This shadow volume calculation is carried out as a post processing step, after the full
image has been rendered, and it takes less time that rendering. To our knowledge, Pixel-planes is
the only graphics system that can display shadows without treating them as separate objects.
Medical Image Enhancement. Adaptive histogram equalization (AHE) is a method of compressing
the intensity range of computed tomographic (CT) images so that the view can perceive contrast and
details. The method requires computation of a distribution of intensities at every pixel in the image,
and so is far too time-consuming to be practical on uni-processors (about 5 minutes on a VAX
11/780 for a 256x256 image). One of our team's engineers, John Austin, has discovered a method
for computing AHE on Pixel-planes that will require only a few seconds of computation for a
256x256 image. It may at first be surprising that a machine designed for efficient image generation
can also be used effectively for image processing; we believe, however, that this is another
indication of the usefulness and generality of Pixel-planes linear expression evaluation.
Adaptive Refinement. We have been working for some time on techniques for improving the
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performance of image rendering by using machine cycles that would otherwise go wasted while a
user is examining a static image on a screen. The goal is to convey as much information to the user
as early as possible, with image quality constantly improving with time. A crude image is first
generated rapidly; then adaptive refinements proceed where necessary as long as the user does not
change viewing parameters. While this work was motivated by a desire to run such algorithms on
Pixel-planes, the results are by no means limited to this machine. We have written a Technical
Report (listed below), submitted for publication, that describes this work.
4. Future Work
We are currently negotiating funding for continuing work on Pixel-planes and its derivatives. We
plan four major areas of development:
Architectural Innovations. We will explore two new architectural enhancements: Pixel-powers
evaluates quadratic expressions on screen space in parallel for all pixels, just as Pixel-planes now
computes linear expressions. With this capability, objects described by curved primitives, as in
constructive solid geometry (CSG), can be rendered extremely rapidly. Buffered Pixel-planes
increases the parallelism that can be achieved in our systems, and may improve the performance of
our current design by a factor of 5 or more.
1.2.t CMOS Memories. Access to state-of-the-art fabrication is now becoming available at the
MOSIS fabrication service, operated by DARPA/IPTO. We will therefore implement chip designs
for the two architectural enhancements in this technology (1.2iR, double-metal CMOS) and couple it
with our novel direct-inking packaging technology to build systems on a few boards that fit within
a personal workstation.
Algorithm Development. Using our first full-scale Pixel-planes system as a test bed, we are
planning a major effort in algorithm development for image generation and image processing: fast
anti-aliasing, textures, direct rendering of curved surfaces, solid modeling, and medical image
processing. With the arrival of Pixel-powers, we plan a joint effort with the Ballistic Research
I.aboratory, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD, to develop applications for rapid display, analysis,
and modification of complex solid objects.
System Building. We propose building a full-scale display that incorporates both the new
architectural enhancements and advanced chip and system fabrication. Because we believe strongly
that our design can be fully tested only by applying it to real applications, we plan to build two
copies of an advanced graphics machine: The first will be installed in our department's graphics
laboratory both for daily production use and as a platform for our algorithm development effort.
The second will be installed at the Ballistic Research Laboratory to enable collaboration in
developing solid modeling applications.
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5. Publications
The following is a list of publications produced during the course of this project; they appear in
cronological order.
Poulton, J., Fuchs, H. et al., "Pixel-Planes: Building a VLSI-Based Graphics System." Proc.
1985 Chapel Hill Conference on VLSI, 35-60, 1985. Included as Appendix I of this report.
Fuchs, H., J. Goldfeather, J. Hultquist, S. Spach, J. Austin, F. Brooks, J. Eyles, and J.
Poulton., "Fast Spheres, Shadows, Textures, Transparencies, and Image Enhancements in
Pixel-Planes". Proc. of SIGGRAPH 85, 111-120, 1985. Included as Appendix 2.
Goldfeather, J., and H. Fuchs, "Quadratic Surface Rendering on a Logic-Enhanced Frame-Buffer
Memory System". IEEE Computer GraphicsandApplications, 6(1), 48-59, January, 1985.

.*

Goldfeather, J., J. P. M. Hultquist, and H. Fuchs, "Fast Constructive-Solid Geometry Display in
the Pixel-powers Graphics System". Tech. Report 86-003, Department of Computer Science,
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
Bergman, L., H. Fuchs, E. Grant, and S. Spach, "Image Rendering by Adaptive Refinement".
Tech. Report 86-008, Department of Computer Science, University of North Carolina at Chapel
ttill.
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APPENDIX I

PIXEL-PLANES: Building a VLSI-Based
Graphic System
John Poulton, Henry Fuchs, John D. Austin, John G.
Eyles, Justin Heinecke, Cheng-Hong Hsieh, Jack
Goldfeather, Jeff P. Hultquist, Susan Spach
Department of Computer Science
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

1. Introduction
Pixel-planes is a VLSI-based raster graphics machine that
will support real-time interaction with three-dimensional shadowed,
shaded, and colored images. The system's cost and complexity will
be comparable to present-day line drawing systems, making it suitable for use with high-performance workstations. Potential applications include computer-aided design, medical display and imaging,
molecular modeling, and simulators for flight and navigational training.
The fundamental ideas in this design have been previously published [Fuchs and Poulton, 1981; Fuchs et al., 1982]. This paper
reports recent progress toward building a full-scale working Pixel-

planes system, development of a number of new graphics algorithms
for the machine, and refinements in system architecture and design
methods.
Much of current research in experimental graphics systems is
aimed at improving the speed of image generation by dividing the
This research supported in part by the Defense Advance Research Project
Agency Contract number DAAG29-83-K-0148 (monitored by U.S. Army Research
Office, Research Triangle Park, NC) and the National Science Foundation Grant
number ECS-8300970.
Department of Mathematks, Carleton College, Northfield, MN, on sabbatical at Department of Mathematics at the University of North Carolina.
1985 Chapel Hill Conference on VLSI
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display into small regions, each of which is handled by separate concurrent processors [Clark and Hannah, 1980; Gupta et al., 1981;
Demetrescu, 1985]. In Pixel-planes, this division is imbedded in a
binary tree that performs the bulk of the system's computations
and distributes the results to all pixels. Each pixel consists of an
array of memory elements and a small processor that only performs
operations local to the pixel. The heart of the system is a Smart
Frame Buffer consisting of an array of identical custom chips that
contain the binary tree, pixel memories and processors, and video
scan-refresh circuitry. These enhanced memory chips employ a moderately dense, conventional dynamic RAM that takes up about 2/3

of the chip's silicon area; the processing circuitry takes up the remaining 1/3.
The fundamental operation of the Pixel-planes system is calculating linear expressions of the form Ax + By + C where x and y
are the coordinates of a pixel and A, B, and C are data inputs to
the system. These expressions are calculated bit-serially in a binary tree multiplier/accumulator, simultaneously for all pixels. The
system's hardware is not built to execute a specific set of graphics
algorithms. Instead, many different algorithms can be recast into

forms that evaluate linear expressions and/or require only pixel-local
operations. We are continually surprised at the variety of algorithms
that we and others are able to express in this form, and it is clear
that the architecture is much more powerful and more general than
we had first imagined.
2. Pixel-Planes Graphics System
2.1 System Overview
Figure I shows the relationship between the Pixel-planes graphics system hardware and a conventional color graphics system.
The 'front end' of the conventional graphics system is a pipeline
of special processors that manipulates an image database. The
database contains (typically) a list of polygons that tile the surfaces
of the objects in a scene. Each polygon is described as a list of
vertex coordinates (x, y, z in 'world' coordinates) and colors (values
of Red, Green, Blue that specify the intrinsic color of the vertex). A
transformation engine operates on the coordinates of the vertex list
for each polygon, transforming the polygon to 'eye' coordinates in
response to user input from joystick, trackball, or some similar device. Next, polygons (or portions of polygons) that are outside the
viewing pyramid are clipped and perspective division is performed to
transform 'eye' coordinates to 'screen' coordinates. Finally, a light-
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advanced color graphics systems, the rasterizer performs a
series of steps needed to translate a list of polygon vertices into a
smooth-shaded, rendered, digital image, with hidden surfaces properly removed, and perhaps anti-aliased to reduce pixelization artifacts. In general, these calculations must be performed for every
pixel for every polygon processed, implying massive amounts of computation and very large memory bandwidth.
The Pixel-planes Graphics Engine replaces the rasterizer, frame
buffer, and video controller of a conventional system. Its main component is a Smart Frame Buffer composed of custom VLSI enhanced
memory chips. It addresses the computational problem with ahighly
parallel processor that mimics a processor per pixel. The memory
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bandwidth bottleneck is overcome by intimately connecting process-

ing circuitry and memory.
2.2 Pixel-Planes Graphics Engine
The components of the Engine are:
The Translator, a special purpose micro-programmable floatingpoint computer, converts the scene description from a polygon ver-

tex list into the form of coefficients A, B, C of the linear expression
F(x,y) = Ax + By + C. It also produces an encoded instruction
for each step in processing polygons or other primitives (e.g., edge,
z.-compare, circle, paint-Red). Translation will involve, for example,
describing an edge of a polygon in the form F(x,y) = 0, or specifying the polygon's planar surface in the form z = F(x,y). In the
system now under construction, the Translator is a 5 MFlop microprogrammable engine based on the Weitek 1032/1033 floating-point
chip set.
The Image Generation Controller (IGO) converts the wordparallel, floating-point A, B, C coefficients from the Translator to bitserial, 2's complement data, decodes each instruction into a stream
of control words, and outputs this data and control along with the
clock for the Smart Frame Buffer. Currently, the [GC is implemented
as a custom chip that serializes the coefficient data and a microprogrammable control sequencer built using standard TTL parts.
The Smart Frame Buffer is organized as a series of 'logical
boards', each with an array of enhanced memory chips, as shown
in Figure 2. This organization reduces the bandwidth (pin-count,
operating speed) necessary at the memory chip's video-data output
port. Each logical board contains a 32-bit-wide register for video
data, and successive logical boards are daisy-chained together to form
a high-speed shift-train. Every L cycles (where L is the number of
logical boards), shifting is disabled and the shift-train is loaded from
a parallel set of registers on each board. While shifting is enabled,
these parallel registers are loaded, one byte at a time, from selected
memory chips.
Data, control, and clocks both for image generation and video
output are broadcast to the enhanced memory chips. No data or
control need be returned from the memories to the IGC or Video
Controller, so the busses can easily be pipelined for high-speed
operation.
In addition to these two uni-directional busses, a single serial
scan-path links all memory chips in the frame buffer. During system
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operation, the scan-path takes the place of chip-address decoding,
carrying a series of scan tokens that determine which set of memory
chips is enabled for video output (only one chip on each logical board
is enabled at one time). During system initialization, the scan-path
is used to load various configuration registers, as discussed in Section
2.3.
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The Video Controller is similar to those in conventional systems,
with the exception of the token-passing method of addressing. The
current version is capable of supporting a variety of display types (30
and 60 Hz, interlaced and non-interlaced, NTSC and non-standard)
and any number of enhanced memory chips.
2.3 Enhanced Memory Chips
Figure 3 is a block diagram of the enhanced memory chip.
It contains the Multiplier that implements the binary-tree linearexpression evaluator, an array of pixel ALU's, and a Memory system
that stores data for each pixel and provides a video scan-out mechanism.
A conceptual model of a binary-tree multiplier/accumulator is
shown in Figure 4. This structure is recognizable as a variation on
the simple seria:-parallel multiplier [Lyon, 1976], where both possible
values of partial product are generated at each stage. If such a tree
has N levels, and A contains K significant bits, A must be preceded
by (N - 1) O's; 2 N distinct values of Ax + C will be generated
(0 <= x < 2 N), each value being N + K + 1 bits long.
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To generate the linear expression Ax + By + C, two binary-tree
multiplier/accumulators are stacked one atop the other. For a system
with 1024 x 1024 pixels, a 20-level tree is required. The top 10 levels
of the tree calculate the 1024 values of Ax + C. The bottom 10 levels
can be thought of as 1024 subtrees, each of which receives one value
of Ax + C as its root input, gets B as its side input, and generates
1024 values of Ax + By + C. For a system with N x N pixels, the
binary tree requires N - 1 multiply/accumulate stages. It performs

the same function, at the same speed, as a full 2N-stage multiplier
at every pixel (requiring 2N 2 logN stages).
Only a small fraction of the pixels in a display can be put
on a single chip, so it is necessary to break the binary tree into
multiple chips. This is done by implementing a small sub-tree on
each chip that covers only the pixels on the chip. A 'supertree' on
each chip implements the tree levels above the sub-tree. It contains
one multiply/accumulate stage for each level above the sub-tree. As
shown in Figure 5, registers in the supertree are loaded at system
initialization to map a path through the full tree to the local subtree.
This defines the position of the chip's 64-pixel column in the full
image.
It is possible, of course, to design a system without supertrees. If
each chip were equipped with one extra tree node whose outputs go
off-chip, the tree levels above each local subtree could be completed
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using inter-chip wiring. This external wiring would, however, reduce
system speed and complicate board-level construction. The configurable supertree on our current chips has 14 levels, requiring only
another 14 multiply/ accumulate stages and 14 registers-a relatively
modest penalty in silicon area. It also makes possible a moduleredundancy scheme, described below, that supports fault tolerance
in our system.
Figure 6 shows the block diagram of the ALU at each pixel.
Logical operations in the ALU are performed by a one-bit adder
with a multiplexer/complenienter on each of its three inputs. All
ALU's in the system receive function-select and register-load controls broadcast from the IGC, so the ensemble of memory chips has
SIIMD concurrency. The ALU contains an Enable register that con-
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trols memory write access, allowing each pixel to determine locally
whether current memory contents can be overwritten.
The Memory system consists of a relatively dense dynamic RAM
array. Each column of cells in the array contains corresponding bits

in each pixel on the chip. Each row contains all of the bits in a pixel

and is equipped with read/write circuitry; thus the 'word width' is
extremely wide relative to a conventional memory. The memory also

must provide a means for the Video Controller to access memory bits
containing color-intensity information.
3. System Realizations
This section describes our experiences building several Pixelplanes display systems. Our first enhanced memory chip was intended as a first VLSI design exercise and not intended to become part of a working display. Two small prototype displays have
been built with second- and third-generation enhanced memory chips
(Pxpl2 and Pxpl3), and they were sufficient to prove the basic concepts in the design. We believe, however, that it is extremely important to build a system large enough to support 'real' applications;
only in this way will we convincingly demonstrate the utility of this
approach to building high-performance graphics machines. We are
therefore constructing a much more ambitious system using fourth-
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generation chips (Pxpl4) that will grow to a full-scale, full-speed
working display within the next year.
9

3.1 PxpI2
Our second memory chip design (Fuchs et at., 19821 included the
local subtree for 64 pixels, a memory array with 16 bits/pixel and
a single read/write port, and a simplified ALU with only a Carry
generator. It lacked circuitry for the remainder of the tree, and
could therefore only be used to build a 'toy' system.
A chip tester was built using a microcomputer with a parallel
I/O port, the 10 chips received from fabrication were tested, and
four were found to be mostly functional. The tester then became
the host for a small prototype display, with Translator and Image
Generation Controller functions carried out by software running on
the microcomputer. The Pxpl2 prototype verified the basic concepts
in the design, executing (very slowly!) a basic set of polygon-oriented
operations (polygon area definition, hidden-surface calculations using
a depth-buffer, Gouraud-like smooth shading).
This exercise immediately suggested a number of design improvements:
(1) Since the memory had only a single port, image-generation had
to be halted to refresh the display. This required a complex
control mechanism with an external scan-line buffer to allow
both image generation and video data scan-out to access pixel
memory. It was clearly essential to separate these functions and
to allow them to be asynchronous.
(2) Working through the details of generating separate root inputs
for the sub-trees on each chip led to constructive thinking about
supertrees.
(3) Several interesting algorithms had been proposed for Pixelplanes that would require both a more complex ALU and more
memory bits/pixel.
Neither chip testing nor system operation would have been easy
(or perhaps possible) if we had not first written a functional simulator
for the chip. This simulator modeled all of the circuitry in the
chip at the gate level, was event driven, but did not model circuit
delays. It essentially captured the functional specification for the
chip in an executable form. This simulator was written in a standard
programming language (Pascal), a practice that we have maintained
through the current version of the design (current simulators are
written in C).
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3.2 Pxp]3
Based on our experience with the first prototype, the next chip
(Figure 7) contained many architectural improvements:
(1) A complete tree was included on each chip, implemented with

the supertree notion described above.I
(2) The ALU was modified to the form shown in Figure 6 to support
a variety of new algorithms.
(3) Memory size was increased to 32 bits/pixel. We used a dualported memory cell to allow separate, asynchronous access to
the pixel memory for scan refresh.
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(4) Since memory access on the video-data port always proceeds in
scan-line order, we installed a pixel-addressing mechanism that
uses serial-shift tokens. A 'global' token that passes from chip
to chip performs chip select, while a 'local' token register inside each chip manipulates the pointer to the currently selected
pixel. The token-addressing scheme reduces chip pin-count significantly, and is a faster mechanism than conventional address
decoders.
(5) Since a serial shift-path was already needed to support the global
token mechanism, we elected to make multiple use of this path.
During system initialization, this inter-chip path can be diverted
on each chip into the 'configuration' register that programs the
supertree, thus linking all configuration registers into one large
scan-path.
(6) Reasonable yield from fabrication at 4 micron feature size allows
only 64 pixels on a chip (1.5 micron feature size would allow a
few hundred pixels per chip). Current fabrication limits led us
to investigate other ways of getting more memory on a single
packaged device. We saw that in future chip implementations,
the 64-pixel chip might become merely one of a number of modules on a much larger chip, where some modules are allowed to
be faulty. An Alive register was installed on the chip to provide
a way of turning off faulty modules under software control. On
initialization, these registers can, like the configuration registers,
be linked together by the serial scan-path. A pattern of l's and
O's scanned in corresponding to good and faulty modules. Modules (chips) with Alive set to 0 are disabled for video output, and
their configuration registers are disconnected from the scan-path
during supertree programming.
As in the Pxpl2 prototype, a complete functional simulator was
written for each of the image-generation functional blocks, the Translator, IGC, and Frame Buffer. This simulator could produce crude
images to help check the correct operation of various algorithms. The
simulators for the Translator and IGC, with slight modifications, became the driver programs for the actual hardware.
Chip testing was done essentially on the display system itself.
Since the memory chips are intended to produce graphics images, we
simply plugged a single chip into the prototype display, exercised its
functions, and observed the results on a color monitor where groups
of memory bits were interpreted as color intensities. This rather
crude testing strategy was surprisingly effective, even in diagnosing
design faults.

.1
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Testing revealed several problems with the design:

16

(1) Over-aggressive use of the newly-available buried contacts in
the memory (design rules for burieds were still rather vague)
was most likely responsible for rather poor yield (approximately

20%).
(2) The dual-ported memory cell design was flawed and failed to
decouple the two ports fully. Image-generation and video scan
clocks therefore had to be synchronized.
(3) Failure to carry through a rigorous timing analysis of the memory
system and its video output circuitry led to a timing fault that
drastically reduced scan-out speed (approximately I MHz), but
still allowed the chip to function. Under this limitation, the
prototype display could be populated only with eight chips per
logical board.
The system works correctly under restrictions imposed by the
design flaws. Its speed is limited not by hardware design problems,
but by the software that emulates the Translator and IGC. Since this
software runs about 1000 times slower than the on-chip processors,
the system is fast enough to produce only very crude animation
(about 2-3 updates per second on an image with 6 polygons).
The module-level fault tolerance scheme using the Alive register
was successfully tested on the PxpI3 prototype. In fact, the entire
serial-shift mechanism for Alive, supertree configuration, and globaltoken passing worked successfully on first silicon.
Building and testing the PxpI3 prototype brought forcefully to
our attention the need to build hardware to execute the Translator
and IGC functions. The experience also suggested three important
design changes in the memory chip:
(1) The fabrication yield for the PxpI3 chips would have been greatly
improved (better than 2x) with the addition of a redundant
memory column and a redundant row.
(2) The dual-ported memory scheme did not appear to be a very effective way to support scan refresh, even had it been successfully
implemented. It provides much higher bandwidth in the second
port than is required by the scan-out process and requires a
memory cell about twice the size of a conventional cell.
(3) Since the multiplier tree in PxpI3 is implemented essentially as
shown in Figure 4, the tree must be flushed after the formation
of each result, in order to clear the carry registers at each node.
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A 30% speedup could be achieved if the multiplier were more
fully pipelined.

s5',

3.3 Pbxp]4

The improvements suggested by the PxpI3 prototype have been
built into a new enhanced memory chip (Pxpl4), in fabrication at
the time of writing. The chip contains 64 pixels, each with 72 bits of
memory. In 4-micron nMOS, active circuitry (excluding pad frame
and wiring) is 7.5 x 4.0 mm and contains about 33,000 transistors.
Of this area, about 70% is devoted to memory, 20% to the binarytree circuitry, and 10% to the pixel ALU. With MOSIS's 3-micron
fabrication, two modules (128 pixels) can be built inside a MOSISstandard pad frame.
The system built around this chip will be expandable to 512 x 512
pixels with 72 bits/pixel (or it can display 1024 x 1024 pixels with
18 bits/pixel). This system will be hosted by a high-performance
workstation that will store and manipulate image data-bases, provide user interaction, and initially carry out part of the polygon
transformation tasks in scene generation. (Later versions of the system will perform transformations using special hardware, such as the
Geometry Engine in the Silicon Graphics IRIS [Clark, 19821).
The following paragraphs detail various design enhancements in
the current memory chip.
Multiplier Pipelining
Multiplier operations are fully overlapped by including a small
amount of additional hardware for a pipeline register. Figure 8
shows the details of this scheme, which differs somewhat from that
in conventional pipelined multipliers [Lyon, 1976]. The pipelining
register is 'sticky': when it receives a logic-I it is locked into this
state until a global clear is generated. Thus, a stream of l's marches
down the multiplier just behind the formation of partial products
contributing to the MSB of the result, and just ahead of the LSB
of the new constant coefficient. When the stream of l's reaches
the last stage, a clear is generated that simultaneously re-enables
multiplication at all stages.
Memory Design
Pxpl4 uses a 4-transistor dynamic memory cell that has the
useful property of refreshing itself during a read operation. Since
each memory row is connected only to its pixel ALU, no special
sense amplifier is needed for read access; simulations show that the
memory operates faster (about 20 MHz) without one.
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The video output port of the pixel memory is implemented as
a single double-buffered register per chip, the Shadow Register, in
which a copy of the currently selected pixel's memory is built up
sequentially. The scheme is shown in Figure 9.
A pixel selector points at the pixel (memory row) needed for the
next scan-line and puts a copy of the data from each bit onto a one-bit
bus during each read or write cycle. Simultaneously, the memory
address decoder output is delayed and used to load data from this
bus into the element of the shadow register corresponding to the
selected memory bit. Thus, as each bit of memory is 'visited' during
image generation, it is copied into the master half of the Shadow
Register. At the end of a scan-line, the Video Controller unloads
the master into the slave of the Shadow Register, where the data is
available for output. The Shadow Register mechanism is much more
space-efficient than a full dual-ported memory. It requires some care,
however, in design and in operation to avoid data corruption due
to synchronization failure and to ensure that image-intensity bits
are visited often enough to update the register once per scan-line.
Neither of these problems is difficult to overcome in practice.
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Redundant Modules and Circuits

.,
"t

~Pxp14 retains the Alive mechanism for module fault tolerance

.,

that was tested in PxpI3 and adds circuitry to support redundant
memory elements to make each module more robust.
The chip contains one extra memory column. A redundantcolumn address register is added to the chip's configuration register,
so that the address of the column to be replaced can be scanned in
during system initialization.
Provision of a redundant row is somewhat more difficult, since
one of the ALU-memory interfaces must be re-connected to the rememory row. Re-connection cannot be readily implemented
without undue loss in system speed, so instead we provide an entire
extra pixel with ALU and complete sub-tree path. The 6 nodes of

*dundant

local tree above the redundant pixel are realized simply by building
a full 20 stages of supertree. The configuration (address) registers
in these stages contain the address of the redundant pixel, and are
loaded with the rest of the address at initialization. Redundant row
and column enables are also provided to turn the entire mechanism
off.
The redundant column circuitry requires only about 1.4% of the

total active circuit area and the redundant row about 5.3%.
8.4 Buffered Pixel-Planes
One drawback of our present system is that the full parallelism
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cannot be utilized subsequent to scan-conversion. During visibility
and painting calculations, all pixels outside the currently processed
primitive are idle.
We are investigating an alternative system design, called
'Buffered Pixel-Planes', that improves parallelism. A modified Image Generation Controller with accept/reject circuitry and a FIFO is
fully integrated onto a custom chip, and many copies are distributed
across the system, each supervising a group of enhanced memory
chips. The Translator sends bounding-box data for each primitive
ahead of its coefficients and instructions. Each IGC accepts or rejects the current primitive based on the bounding box; if inside,
coefficients and instructions are accepted and pushed into the FIFO
for processing.
We have simulated the behavior of such a system processing
images of moderate complexity (up to 1000 polygons), and we predict
approximately 5-fold speedup with modest (10-polygon) FIFO size.
4. Design Methodology
4.1 Tools
For the nMOS realization of our current chips, we use masklevel layout, layout analysis, and circuit simulation design tools
distributed by the University of California at Berkeley.
We have written in C the logic-gate-level simulators for the
memory chip and for other system components. These simulators
are used first to check the correctness of the logic design for the
system, then to generate test vectors for switch-level simulation of
the chip circuitry.
Most of the design of the custom chips was done by two designers
working on a Digital Equipment VAX 11/750 minicomputer with two
Lexidata 3700 color displays.
The lack of well-integrated design tools that go smoothly from
silicon design to board design is a serious impediment to our work.
Board-level logic design and analysis are still done using paper and
pencil, with considerable assistance from standard UNIX programdevelopment tools. Boards are layed out with a graphic chip-layout
editor and fabricated using MOSIS's PC-board service.
For some time we have been working on a CMOS version of
the enhanced memory chip. Mask-level design of CMOS projects
is unattractive for two reasons: First, the additional complexity of
CMOS technology makes an already-difficult layout task much more

.
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tedious. Second, the fabrication technology is developing rapidly,
and it is not clear that scalable design rules for mask layout will be
an effective way of tracking these advances. We have therefore been
using (and assisting in the development of) the VIVID' symboliclayout design system [Rosenberg et at., 1985]. The system includes
a hierarchical layout compactor that translates symbolic layout to
mask with the help of a technology file that captures all relevant
information about a particular fabrication process. In this way a
given symbolic design can hope to survive considerable change in the
target fabrication technology.

4.2 Design Style
Constructing a full-scale, full-speed system is a much more complex task than building a small prototype. The principal lesson
learned from our early prototype construction was the need for complete documentation and precise interface specifications. We have
therefore adopted for all system components a design style whose

elements are:
(1) The system is decomposed into modules following a restricted
hierarchy, in which only leaf-cells are allowed to contain circuit
elements. The hierarchy is maintained in parallel in the physical
domain (e.g., chip layout) the logical domain (e.g., logic schematics), and the behavioral domain (e.g., simulators that model the
logic). Composition cells may contain only interconnection information (abuttment, for example, within a chip layout) and
other cells. Leaf cells may contain only circuit elements (logic
gates in the logical description; transistors, wires, contact cuts
in the physical description).
(2) Borrowing from strongly-typed programming languages, we impose a strong-typing scheme on all signals in the system. To
ensure that modules are 'correctly connected' (e.g., timing conventions and active-levels are observed), only a few signal types
are allowed for connection between modules. The typing scheme
is based on non-overlapping multi-phase clocks, and if applied
carefully, avoids race conditions in sequential circuits. The signal types are encoded in a suffix attached to every signal name,
providing a powerful documentation aid.
(3) Special hazards are involved where clocking convention (e.g.
edge-triggered vs. level-sensitive latching) and implementation
* VIVID is a trademark of the Microelectronics Center of North
Carolina
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technology (TTL logic vs. custom MOS) changes, particularly
at the chip I/O pads. To help assure that this interface will work
properly, we define its timing conventions in a simple way, using
two-sided timing constraints.

(4) Every major module in the design is modeled by a functional
simulator. The simulated modules are tested separately, then
plugged together to check the correctness of interfaces and overall
operation of the simulated system. The simulators provide test
vectors for chip simulation and testing.
The signal-typing/timing schemes are similar to [Noice et

al., 1982] and [Karplus, 1984].

Other elements of the style were

influenced by [Lattin et al., 1981; Stefik and Conway, 1982; Stefik et
al., 1982], among other sources.

I

4.3 Clocking Techniques
Our nMOS custom chips use a high-voltage clocking scheme ('hot
clocks') suggested to us by [Seitz, 1982] and described in [Seitz et
al., 1985]. The main advantage of the technique is that n-enhancement transistors transmit a logic-HI without threshold drop and
at much higher speed. In general, this clocking method produces
layouts that are denser and much faster than conventional singlesupply designs.
In a system with many custom chips, it is extremely inconvenient
to generate these clock signals off-chip at a non-standard voltage.
We have therefore built on-chip clock drivers that perform level
translation and single-to-2-phase conversion. A separate input pin,
biased typically at 8 volts, powers only these circuits. We have
successfully built and tested a number of such high-voltage drivers,
and our current design charges 100 pf to 7 volts in about 10 nsec.
The clock signals are produced in a single generator on the chip
and distributed, so far as possible, continuously in metal wiring. For
routing purposes, the clocks are second in importance only to Vdd
and ground. For the inevitable cross-unders, we use 'low resistance
wire', essentially an extended buried contact whose sheet resistance
we have measured at about 7-8 ohms/square.
Level-sensitive register controls require qualified clocks that are
generated in clocked, bootstrapped drivers [Joynson et al., 1972].
The design of these compact drivers is not difficult, and they can
be made to generate qualified clocks that follow the primary clock
signal with nearly zero delay.
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Polygon Input data:

+

Ai. BI, C i for each edge
For each edge i define
F(x,y) = A x * Bi
C

4-

+

+

Pixel at (x,y) Is inside polygon
If and only if:
Fi(x,y) > 0 for all i

Figure 10: Scan-coverting polygon. using linear expressions.

6. Pixel-Planes Algorithms
In this section we briefly describes how polygonal images are
processed in Pixel-planes, and we outline several new algorithms,

more fully described in [Fuchs et al., 19851. The timing estimates in
this section assume that the Pxpl4 chips are clocked at 10 MHz.
Rendering smooth-shaded polygons requires scan conversion,

hidden surface elimination, and shading calculations:
Scan conversion is outlined in Figure 10. Processing begins
by enabling all pixels in the display. Edges are encoded in linear
equations of the form F(x, y) = Ax + By + C = 0, and the sign of
F is tested at every pixel to determine visibility. Scan conversion
leaves pixels outside the current polygon disabled; only those
inside participate in further visibility and shading calculations.
Hidden surface elimination can be performed using a depthbuffer algorithm in which the s-coordinate of a pixel is encoded
in a set of coefficients A, B, C by the linear expression z =
Ax+By+ C. Each pixel stores a value of z for the closest polygon
so far processed and compares this value with the incoming z. If
the new z is closer, the current polygon is visible at this pixel,
and it remains enabled for shading, updating its z-buffer. If the
stored z is closer than the new z, the pixel is disabled during
shading.
Smooth shading is accomplished by computing a set of coefficients for each of R, G, and B, so that the color-intensity at each
pixel is approximated by F(x,y). Gouraud-like smooth shading
can be carried out by painting each multi-sided polygon as a series of triangles (scan-conversion and hidden surface elimination,
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however, need only be done once for each polygon).
Polygon processing time depends on the number of edges and
the number of bits needed to represent the function F(x, y) for each
operation. Approximately 30,000 4-sided polygons of arbitrary shape
and orientation can be processed per second, using the steps outlined
above.
Shadows are important depth cues in interactive systems, and
we have developed a method, similar to [Brotman and Badler, 1984],
for casting shadows from arbitrary light sources using using shadow
volumes [Crow, 1977]. For each polygon in the image, the set of
visible pixels that lie in the frustum of the polygon's cast shadow
are determined, and the color intensity of these pixels is diminished
by an appropriate factor. Shadows are post-processed after a nonshadowed polygon image has been generated. The shadows for
approximately 78,000 polygons can be computed per second.
Filled circles can be rendered rapidly in Pixel-planes by treating
a circle as a polygon with one edge. The method separates the
equation of a circle into a linear part that differs for each circle size
and position, and a quadratic part that is the same for all circles. The
quadratic part is pre-computed and its distinct values are loaded into
every pixel at system initialization.
Circles are processed by encoding
~.
center-position and radius in coefficients
and adding the
~I -.aa~a ~, A,
.o.,
a B,-~ C .~..
linear expression to the stored quadratic term at each pixel. This
method can readily be extended to render the other conic sections,
such as ellipses. Spheres can be approximated by a quadratic surface,
depth-sorted using a Z-buffer, and highlighted from an arbitrary light
source. Approximately 34,000 spheres can be processed per second.
Texture mapping can be performed by using the linear expression
evaluator to compute a texture plane address at every pixel. The
appropriate color value for a pixel is then looked up in a texture
table, transmitted entry by entry to the Smart Frame Buffer.
.-
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Anti-aliasing may be accomplished by one of two methods. The
first, similar to 'super-sampling', blends a newly computed image
with a previously computed image in a series of steps that successively refine the image. To support rapid interaction, the image is
only refined when stationary. A second approach u'es a method similar to that used on the Evans and Sutherland CT-5 real-time image
generation system [Schumacker, 1980]. This method assumes that a
visibility ordering of the polygons has already taken place, and uses
a sub-pixel coverage mask to compute the anti-aliased image.
Transparency effects can be produced using the sub-pixel cover-
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age mask for successive refinement, or by disabling patterns of pixels
(e.g. a checkerboard) during polygon processing.
Adaptive Histogram Equalization (AHE) [Pizer et al., 1984] is a
powerful image processing technique used for grey level assignment
and contrast enhancement of Computed Tomographic (CT) images.
A local histogram is computed for every pixel in the image, and
then used to compute a new grey level assignment for that pixel.
For a 512 x 512 image, this method requires about 5 minutes of
computation on a VAX 11/780, and is therefore too inefficient for
most uses. The parallel processing power of Pixel-planes can be
used to compute simultaneously the grey level assignment for each
pixel in the image, without the need for histogram calculation. A
rank counter, maintained in a portion of each pixel's memory, can
be incremented using the pixel ALU. The intensity of a given pixel
is broadcast and compared, in parallel, to the intensity of all pixels
that are within a local region. The rank counter is incremented at
all pixels in the local region whose intensity is greater than the given
pixel. After all pixels have been processed, the rank counter values
are scaled and displayed. We estimate a 512 x 512 image will require

approximately 4 seconds to compute on Pixel-planes.

6. Comparison with Other Architectures
We divide alternative VLSI-based architectures for graphics into
two classes (as outlined in [Abram and Fuchs, 1984]): those that
divide the image plane into sub-planes, with a processor for each
subdivision, and those that divide the object database, assigning a
processor to each subdivision. The Pixel-planessystem is an example
of the former, and we therefore compare it with two other systems
of this type.

6.1 Architectures for Image-plane Subdivision
Several groups ([Fuchs and Johnson, 1979]; [Clark and Hannah, 1980]; [Gupta et al., 1981]) have proposed systems that make
more effective use of commercial RAM chips than conventional frame
buffers; we refer to this as the interlaced approach. In [Clark and
Hannah, 1980], the RAM's are interlaced so that on any 8 x 8 area of
the screen, one pixel comes from each of the RAM's; each memory
contains every eighth pixel in every eighth row. The scheme uses two

layers of special processors organized in columns and rows, with a

row-processor in charge of each RAM chip (or group of RAM chips
when more than 1 bit/pixel). An entire 8 x 8 patch on the screen can
be accessed with a single memory reference by the 64 row processors,
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so a polygon (or other primitive) roughly the size of a patch, or larger,
can be processed with considerable parallelism.
A major advantage of the interlaced approach is that it uses

high-density commercial RAMs and yet achieves performance greatly
improved over conventional frame buffers with relatively few custom
chips. This design is hampered, however, by the bandwidth limitations imposed by separating memories and processors onto separate
chips.
Another recent approach, described in [Demetrescu, 1985], employs 'Scan-Line Addressable Memories' (SLAM's). A system with
1024 x 1024 one-bit pixels is organized in 16 rows, each with a ScanLine Processor in charge of 4 SLAM chips. Each of these units contains and controls all of the pixels in 64 successive scan-lines. Each
SLAM chip contains a conventional RAM array, organized as 64 rows
of 256 one-bit pixels, augmented with an array of very simple processors that operate in parallel on all pixels in a row. In one cycle of
operation, all pixels in 16 scan lines can be accessed. The Scan-Line
Processors provide buffering of graphics primitives, so that very high

parallelism can be achieved.
The system-level implementation of a SLAM-based display
should be very clean. In contrast to the interlaced design, highbandwidth memory-processor communication wiring is completely
encapsulated in the SLAM chips. Commands and data are broadcast
from each Scan-Line Processor to its SLAM's over a low-bandwidth
bus. The SLAM design solves the display-refresh problem without

interrupting image processing (by including a display shift register
on the SLAM chip). These are the principal features common to the
SLAM and Pixel-planes approaches.

6.2 Comparison with Pixel-planes
For today's high-performance workstations, where the display
requires one or a few bit-planes and handles (mainly) multiple windows with text, lines, and flat-shaded polygons, the SLAM approach
is extremely attractive. For such applications, it appears to be considerably faster than either the interlaced or Pixel-planes designs
and is several orders of magnitude faster than conventional frame
buffers. The cost of the approach, like ours, is the need to use
custom-designed memory chips. The processors on the SLAM chip
are extremely simple and appear to require very little area, however,
perhaps as little as 1/10 that of our processors.
The Pixel-planes system is targeted at applications more demanding than the displays in current workstations, such as medical
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display and imaging, molecular modeling, mechanical design systems,
and
flight and navigational simulators. These applications require
interaction
with 3D images needing visibility determination, smooth
shading, shadows, and textures; images with perhaps thousands
of primitives and significant depth complexity must be updated at
frame rates.
Methods for improving perceived image quality necessarily rely
on storing additional information at each pixel. Clearly, the most
effective means of improving performance is accessing and processing
this data in parallel, closely associating a large amount of pixel
memory with a pixel processor. The Pixel-planes design provides
the power of a processor per pixel, at relatively modest cost in silicon
area, and a very general method for computing images.
The interlaced approach cannot grow gracefully in the dimension
of bits/pixel because of chip I/O limitations. In the SLAM design,
one alternative for growth in this direction is multiple banks of
SLAM, one for each bit plane. To expand such a system to the
size accommodated by the current Pixel-planes chip would entail a
copy of the processor for each of 72 bit-planes, an intolerable increase
in silicon area. The other alternative is using a column in the SLAM
to hold all bits of a pixel, then bit-serially processing data; this
alternative is similar to our approach, but it fails to provide a very
general image-computation method.
For applications that require accessing large amounts of memory
per pixel, our system should be denser and faster than either of
the other approaches. In effect, we have already paid the price of
accessing many bits/pixel: bit-serial data access and a more general
(and costly) method of display refresh.
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A custom VLSI-based system offers rapid rendering of elaborate,
curved objects defined by constructive solid geometry,
paving the way for real-time interaction.
m

.1

Quadratic Surface
Rendering on a
Logic-Enhanced
Frame-Buffer Memory
Jack Goldfeather

Carleton College

Henry Fuchs
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
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three generations of small protot\pes of this system, and
have developed image-generation algorithms for them.
rhis article reports a major enhancement to the Pixelplanes design, for directly handling second-order curved
surfaces as well as planar ones. Ihis enhanced system also
appears to generali/c to still higher order surfaces. We call

he Pixel-planes system was designed to generate 31),
N
,mooth-shaded polygonal images rapidly enough to support rcal-Onmc interaction.'
[ihc system design takes ad%antagc of the |act that mans of the calculations necessary
to generate t polygonal raster graphic image (polygon scan
Louersion, :-buffer visibility testing, and G(ourand shad-

the new system Pixel-powers.
Pixel-powers has a more elaborate tree structure than
Pixel-planes, one that can directly evaluate expressions (f
the form Ax*: + Bxv + Cv -f )x 4 Lv + Ffor ever\ pixel
(x. y) simultaneously, when the coefficients A. B. C.YD. L.
and Fare input directly to the enhanced tree structure. We
call this module the Quadratic ixpession I-valuator.
Briefly, the QEE is constructed by linking two I.TT9's
together with some additional delays and adders.
With this capability, Pixel-powers should bt able to
generate elaborate, smooth-shaded, curved objects defined.
for instance, by constructivc solid geometry (('(iS) in real
time. -The primitive objects (cylinder,, and spheres, for

ing) often are linear i the pixel coordinates. lhe design
inco poratca treeot adders to compute expressions of the
form A % I -f Csimultaneously at each pixel (x. y).
in essence this tree, which we shall call the I inear
Ixpression Evaluator (the "multiplier tree" in previous
E
reports), receives the three bit streams A, B, and Cas input,
and distributes the calculations for the linear expression
.4 %f Hri
( in terms of the binary' representation of the
pixel coordinates (.%,i). With our colleagues, we have built

example) arc calculated efficiently with thle enhanced tree
structure, and a onc-bit AIAt at each pixel calculates the
logical combinations (union, intersection, difference) of
these primitive objects,
We estimate that Pixel-po%%crs will have a 35 percent
greater chip area than Pixel-planets. but should run at the
same clock speed. We estimate that the presentl, running
(10-Mll/) Pixel-planes chips yield a system capable of
generating approximately 30,(X) smooth-shaded, (ull-color
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pol1s onN~ per second, including z-buffler %isibilit\ cornplitat ions.
c dot not \ct have a precise estimate of the speed of a
IMA I II / Plixel-powers system. hut our functional simulator
gC11ciates images of ati internal combustion engine confleeting rod iii 9M( 4s (simulated ltme) assumning the rest of
"\tllcall keep up (at ditl -cult task).
It is important to note in passing that, althbough C('SI
irpiesncrtations are \Aidcl' uised. there hase been only atfcsw
custlom VLSI-based designs for themn.

*

-the

The Linear Expression Evaluator
.\ cncetua decripionof
he FE hat s icororaed
into the Pixel-planes system follows, a detailed description
appecarN clsewhere.2 The idea (similar to some serial
iiuiltipliers ) is to construct a tree-structured, serial-parallel

mutple which take%as input the three hit stream,, A. Ai
and C and produces as output the value of the expression
Av 4 Bit +- C simultaneously at ever\' pixel ( V. v) onl the
screen.
I o illustrate hlow this tree is constructed, Figure Ishs
a t hree-level example which will evaluate Axvi Clfor .% 0,
1.
7. Thle products As accumulate going dowsn the
tree as a series of partial products. with tile appropriate
multiple of .4 added at each level, as shown in Figure l a.
Figure l b illustrates an efficient implementation of tis
idea. [he three-level binary, tree has at each node a one-hit
adder, delay, a side bit-streamn input, and at parent bitstream input. The bit streams, least significant bit (I.SB)
first. are sent down the tree in the following way:
1. The left child is sent the parent stream delayed one
time unit.
2. [he right child is sent the sum of' the parent stream
and the side stream.

C added to all descendants
A added to right descendants

LcN 0 0

2A added

+

right
1

descenrdants

(a)
.**

*

A, A,00

I t'I 0I

I'I

C ()A

C1+ IA

(+2A

CiA

.#A

(-SA

0A

0

*(b)'
*Figure

1. A three-level LEE multiplier tree.
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lc'cl 2,add A shilted once at level I. this, in turn, is
Lquivalent to adding 4/1 f 2A + 0 = 6A at level 2. [he
0ootinput C passes through the tree as a constant summand to each terminal bit stream.
I he IH: is constructed by generalizing this design in the
tiloving way:
I.An ,i-ltel.binar, adder delay X-trec is constructed.
hich has a parent-input bit stream and
each node ot %%
one-bit
a side-input bit stream. lach node itself is a
addc, delay that (a) delays the bit stream from the
paint and sends this parent hitstream to the left
and
chld (the parent stream to the root node is (C);
(b) adds the parent bit stream to the side bit stream

*

2" (that
t
erid
the I.SB of A), and sends this sum of two bit streams
to the right child.
Fhe purpose of the delay to the left child is simply
to keep the bit streams flowing down the tree at the
same rate, since the add operation delays the flow to
the right child.
.her ri t hi
sroot
2. [.here are 2" 'b it streams emanating from the leaf
nodes of this it-level X-tree. By writing A x + Bi' + C
in the form B' + (Ax + C), we see that it suffices to
construct, for each X-tree, another n-level binary
adder, delay tree. This tree, called the Y(x)-tree, will
receise root input Ax 4 C from the xth bit stream of
the X-tree, and side input B. Because the .%th bit
stream has already been delayed by n / as it passed
through the X-tree, we must add 2n-2 zeros in front
of the ISB of B.
I he bitstream emanating from the vth leaf node of
the Y(x)-tree represents the value of Ax -BY 4- Cfor
tie pixel (x,v). Figure 2a illustrates a complete, small
X-Y tree with two levels for X and two levels for Y.
Such a I1E would suffice for a trivially small
memory chip for a frame buffer with two scan lines
and two pixels per scan line. Figure 2b is a schematic
o
. general X-Y tree.
be
Sexcral observations about this construction will
LEE
the
of
version
quadratic
the
of
I,ctl in our discussion
later in this article.
I.eading ieros. J he zeros that precede the I.SB of cacti
stream as a result of its multiplication by a power of two
are necessary to "initialize" the computation. That is. the
zeros are needed in every parent stream when the LSB of.'i
in the X-tree (or B in the Y-tree) arrives from the side
input. [he appropriate number of "early arriving" bits to
cacti pixel are discarded. For the rest of this article, unless
otherwise indicated, we will omit mention ol these leading
zeros. Ior example, we will say the side inputs to the X-tree
are .4 rather than 2" '4.

.,

binary number (/).,/
each node at level k is labeled with tilhe
I,
100.. 0)2 (h is the most significant bit) where h, is
...
I if the node can be traced back to a right branch at level i,
and is 0 otherwise. [he root node(k -- 0) receives the label
then the value that accumu0. IfI)'
x= (h/ .. h,,
I0
Lites at location x in the X-tiee is
Root Input
. .h
_., 2" ' h •(Side inputtAat
N
no d /bL ...
ak node
In
2' 'h - i

i

I0 .

.

0)

The x term. Although not piesently implemented in the
Pixel-planes system, the outputs from the X-tree could be
rerouted into the side inputs of the Y(x) trees, rather than
iA
node. This modified LEE would produce
root nod
into the roo
when B is the side input into the X-tree.
Path design. Technology constraints make it impossible
to put the entire tree on a single chip. A portion of the
Y(x)-tree is put on the chip together with the path from the
node of the X-tree to this portion of the Y(x)-tree, as
shown in Fgure 3. The path is activated on each chip by
using the binary code discussed above.
[here are several possible schemes for the QEE, some of
which may look simpler than others from the point of view
of the global layout, but the one that we chose seems to be
the most promising, considering the constraints mentioned
above.

The key idea in the QEE
design is to send a different side
input to every node in the

X-

d vy (x)-trees.

bit

Node labels. I he effect of adding A at a node at level k
IA -- 0 .. n I ) in the X-tree is that of adding 2' ' 'A to all
pixels which are right descendants of that node. Suppose
lanuar

19X6

The Quadratic Expression Evaluator
We now illustrate the construction of an enhanced tree
structure that accepts as input the six coefficients (A. B. C.
2
),1. F) and produces as output the expression Ax q BVrI
f (2 --I)x + Er 4- F simultaneously for every pixel (.%.
t). I he key idea in the design of the QEE is to send a
different side input to every node in the X- and Y(x)-trees,
rather than the same inputs as in the L.EE. Recall that each
node of the X-tree at level k can be labeled by the binary
0)2 and that if
h 1 10
number ( hh1
1I

A

C

II

IN
( hip x
atrcss

b

a
Figure 3. Path through X-tree and part of Y(x)-tree.
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lhe problem of generating A.x + Dx + /-has now been
reduced to computing these side inputs to the X-tree. The
key observation is that the summand
,2A,
,(2A)
can he evaluated by "siphoning off" the left child output ofthe corresponding node of another n-level
tree with root
input 0 and a constant side input 2A.
Putting this all together, the side inputs into the X-tree
that are necessary to evaluate the expression Axr + Dx +

'h,

,, 2"
I hen
"-'

,, 2"

--

h,"2:'"'

F at location x can be generated as follows:

+2 -"

( hkh,2 k2" 1
I1 w4etobser%e that h: -- h k (since hA = 0 or I) and use the
then " I0- (ant-thing) = 0. then we
consntion that it k
-

I, A new "PX-tree" of adders identical to the X-tree is
sent a root input of 0. and a constant side input of
2A.
2. The left child output of a node at level k in the PXtree, in addition to being sent down the PX-tree in the
usual way, is (a) added to A. delayed (n-l-k) time
units, added to D; and (b) becomes the side input to
the corresponding node of the X-tree.
Figure 4 shows an example of a four-level tree to

can write AV as
k

(A +
,o 2 bb(2A)
titnce if we let the root input be F. and the side input to
1nOdc (
.fh hA 10 ... 0)2 be
22 (A 'h, (2A))
(2'

2-

then the x hit ,,tream is
Root input
h"11,
h,
"~_,

evaluate A - + D + I.' and Figure 5a illustrates the
calculation that generates side inputs for the lop two levels
of the tree. Figure 5b is a schematic of the general node-tonode linking, referred to as a Quadratic Linked X-tree with
inputs(A D. F).

Z .', 2' 'h, (Side input at
10... 0)

2",, '"

j 2Ah,(2A)))

See Figure 4 for a four-level example.

0)

h. 10

Wc moditv the side inputs to the X-trec to generate the
expressin 4 f - I)% b . Since we already know how to
e\aluatc I)A f f-(using side input /) and root input F). we
kill concentrate for the moment on the Ax- part ol the
cxpression Suppose %kewrite x in the binary expansion

.

2"i '2,, + ,,.+
(A +
'bb(2-'

then the x hit stream is

D+1)+
2"r

(A ±

22k ),(2A)))

I)

+(8A

+I)D
)

+

A +t)

(.A)

---

(-i(A )-

)-

A

",-t

( A )4

)2A2A2A-

(o)+

2A

+

A

I.I

b
Figure 5. (a) Creating inputs for the top two levels of the tree in Figure 4. (b) PX-to-X node connection at level k.
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I he quadratic expression iii two variables is an extension
of this schere Suppose swe
write thc expression ( v,. i
1 %: I Rot I+f C* , f 1) 4- v
[' in the form CiV t (li~ +
/,) i t (,4 v" f 1). 4 f'). I hien, to esaluiate Q ( x. i ) it
sutllices to construct a Quadratic L inked Y( s -tree %ithi
i~ f :.. -I%:
I)% + /-) I ie last tsO ipUtSiare
generated ,a at I inear X-tree and a Otuadratic I inked X
tree, respec~ctslV. Figuire 6 shows thiecomiplete schemnatic oil

QilI

identical, complete X paths and two identical. partial Y
paths are constructed, and linked appropriatelN to replicate
t hat port ion of the coinplete QI+1 rlesant to the pixels (in

this -chip~An illustration oif this is giseni in Vigure 7 1liguic
9 illustrates the lY I-and Y~ x -suthtrees, that ssould he
implenmented Onii smnall Ib-pisel chip

Implementing a system with a GEE

Since the entire Ql- for all pixels on the screeni cannot
be conrtained on a single chip, s"C proceed III J iui1iuunei
an~alogouto th
atoshreshneOf
the I I I (11
e~~achi
chip. we put as muvch Of the linkeI I'Y1 \) an Nu~
'
k
f rees ats are needed for the pixel% On this thip I hicoe

S4S

c his~ j ust he'gkiii to pl~iii tie III
nuI11CO111
itito O Pu
Ie\l.i1)~
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Figure 10. Pixel-planes4.0 general floor plan.
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IAi
iaes are produced tby a functional simu.',,ir~
aftr poccsrn - .t 190 opcodcs
it'...l
t(16
op:cots do oc,,t need cool*
**w~
t~t~lbarea
J pth of the
bit.tr:
:-dby other

and those still visible are shaded-total of opcodes is now
222: (d) completed simulation with a finat total of 342
opoodes with 260 coefficient sets. Time to qen r ate this
imnage in a 10-MHz chip is estimated to be 900 m-icrosectonds,

CSG-deflincd object in Pixel-powers a connecting rod of'
an internal combustion engine. IThe object has 17 primitives, of which 14 are evident in this image. Seventy coefficient sets (A. , C. D, E. F) were required to generate the
image. We estimate that the object could be generated by
Pixel-powers memory chips in less than 900 ps. TIhe
image-genciation process itself is described in an upcoming
report.

.r

algorithms and systems to convert efficiently the geometrically transformed representation into a form suitable for a
frame-buffer system composed of these chips.
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